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Williams Coloured Progressive
Matrices (CPM-W) is an adaptation of
the Ravens Progressive Matrices to
teaching and assessment. This new
edition builds on the strengths of
both the Ravens test and the
Williams test to provide consistent
and familiar standards of linguistic
and educational practice. Raven's
Progressive Matrices (RPM) is the
most commonly used non-verbal
measure of general intelligence, and
is the most cited assessment in the
field. The cognitive structure of the
RPM can be understood by studies
using factor analysis, among other
methods. Williams Coloured
Progressive Matrices (CPM) is an
adaptation of the Ravens Progressive
Matrices to teaching and
assessment. This new edition builds
on the strengths of both the Ravens
test and the Williams test to provide
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consistent and familiar standards of
linguistic and educational practice.
The Raven's progressive matrices
test is designed to assess the general
level of intelligence in the individual.
It is less apt to measure intellectual
development than a test of specific
abilities. It can be a very useful
measure for making an initial
assessment of intellectual ability and
for discovering patterns of difficulty
in performing cognitive tasks. The
test can be particularly useful for
individuals who have had little
experience of formal education. The
Raven s Progressive Matrices was
developed by L.E. Raven et al. This
test has been shown to be an
effective measure of general
cognitive ability. The test comprises
three main sections which test the
subject s ability to identify patterns
and sequences. Raven s Coloured
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Progressive Matrices. ISBN
0-89771-056-5 - $ 12.95.
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N2 - The use of Raven's Coloured
Progressive Matrices (PM 47) in

experiments with brain-damaged
patients is briefly reviewed. Because

norms for adults are still not
available, normative data were

calculated on 305 normals;
corrections for age and education
and centile allocation of the scores
are furnished. The use of Raven's
Coloured Progressive Matrices (PM

47) in experiments with brain-
damaged patients is briefly reviewed.
Because norms for adults are still not

available, normative data were
calculated on 305 normals;

corrections for age and education
and centile allocation of the scores

are furnished. However, a good
argument for the test is that it is
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created in such a way that the
concepts are easily understandable.

It eliminates the (unjustified)
prejudice against certain test tasks.

This essay is a valuable gift, because
it allows all of the core elements of

the Raven's test to be fully observed.
Raven's Progressive Matrices is a

standardized measure of nonverbal
intelligence. The Metaphoric Theme

of Tests has been to present an
alternative to the numerical symbols
usually employed to measure mental
ability by removing them from their

usual surroundings. In order to
measure intelligence in a nonverbal
form, an attempt has been made to
use a set of symbols, which would
measure the same set of abilities,
but in an interesting and original
format. The Raven's Progressive

Matrices was developed in the 1930s
by Merrill and colleagues. The test
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has to be completed in an exacting
manner in order to present the

mathematical structure of the objects
and the problem to be solved, so that
the answers can be most accurately

discerned. Because the symbol
system lacks explanatory value, the

fact that the test remains truly
cognitively open is noteworthy. This
is the case, because the test has no

dimensions of any kind, such as
length or breadth, unlike IQ tests.

The format of the test is interesting
as well. It is based on the metaphor
of a children's game, called Spot the
difference. In the game, each object

consists of two parts, which are
mirror images of each other. Every
object can thus be imagined as a
picture. The test consists of two

parts. The first part is like Spot the
difference, but with the important

difference that there are no missing
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pieces to make the problem
complete. The problem is to

complete each of the objects and
make them identical. 5ec8ef588b
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